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The topic assigned to me today--"Let Them Take the GED

Test"--is by the nature of its phrasing, provOcative. My pre-

sentation, I shoUld warn you at the outset, is less. so. I don't

want to make intemperate claims for GED. Nor does it behooVe me

to be, anything other than supportiVe Of valid altLmatives to the

GED Testing Program for establishing high school equivalency. ()X1

the other hand, I don't want to deprecate the increasingly valuable

GED program.

GED is itself an alternative means of establishing that a\

person has learning and skills equivalent to the lasting outdo4s

of a. high school education attained through regular matriculation.

But to argue that it is the only means Undercuts an important as

pect of the educational philosophy on which GED is based, namely,

that alternatives are educationally and socially desirable.

The GED occupieS a well earned position of strength as'an ac7

Icepted and reliable program of 30 years standing. It is accepted

and reliable because it has proved its worth in helping millions

i

of adult Americans advance themselves vocationally an,_ educationally--

millions who otherwise may have been denied a second chance at be-
,

.coming'fulland active participants in the social and econdmic

1 spheres of American Society.

/

For.ba\ckground purpses, I need to cite some important. facts

/
about GED. -During the past ten years, nearly 2.2 million civilians

i.

have passed the GED at a level suffiCient to earn a high school di-

ploma or. equivalency\certificate. Currently, more, than 300,000



people in the United States are earning their high school

plomas each year by passing the GED at state-set levels. That

represents approximately ten percent of all the high school di-

1

plomas awarded annually in the United States. Today, all 50

states, the District of Columbia, six U.S. territories, and

seven Canadian provinces and two territories participate in the

GED Testing Program. Each of these political entities has poli-

cies for awarding the high school credential upon successfulpass-

ing of the exarOmatioh. The GED is taking on international dimen-

sions in terms of the Canadian participation and also by virtue of

the fact that the examinations are available in three languages--

English, French, and Spanish.

The battery of tests covers five general areas: language

usage, social studies, physical science, literature, and mathe-

matics. The test; dre_nationally normed on graduating high school

seniors. There will be a new national norming in the spring of

1977 in conjunction with the release of new forms of the exam cur-

rently being constructed by the Educational Testing Service. The

ACE Commission on Educational Credit approved specifications for

the series of exams in September 1974. The general format will re-

,`main the same, but the recommended administration time will be de-

creased ftom the current ten hours to six.

The basic rationale for the program will remain unchanged.

That raionale.was formulated mainly by the renowned E.F. .Lindquist



in the early 1940's as he sought to develop a testing program

to serve veterans after World Waf II. I cannot improve on his

language describing the program:

The first requirement for the development of
the Test was that the Tests be entirely objec-
tive and virtually self-administering in char-
acter so that they, might be satisfactorily ad-
ministered and scored by individuals with little.
or no training in testing, and so that they might
yield comparable results for.9.1i the thousands of
men" who might be tested in widely varying circum-
stances. The second requirement was that they be
as short as possible, both for reasons of admin-
istrative expediency and because long tests might
discourage servicemen Irom volunteering to take
them. Another requirement was that they be simple
in organization, partly for reasons given and part
ly that the results might be readily understood-
and interpreted both by the men themselves and by
the educatidnai authorities to whom they would
eventually be reported. _The fourth requirement
was-that the organization of the:Test correspond,
in broad terms, to the organizes 'on of the high
school curriculum. A fifth desideratum was that
each Test shoUld be broadly comprehensive in char-
acter...corresponding to the five major areas of
high school instruction:. the social studies, the
natural sciences, the humanities, English, and
mathematics. The TeSt shoUld be of. such character
that they Would not penalize the serviceman unfair-
ly because of his lack of recent academic or class-
room experience_or because of the unorthOdox or in-
formal manner in which his education had been ac-
quired. This meant to immediately that these
TestS could not be constructed of questions of the
type which constituted the, usual final achievement
examination for high school. courses.. We felt that,
for use with the informally educated or self-educa-
tea servidemanithe typical course examination places
too much emphasis upon the detailed factual conteljt-----
of classroom instruction, upon the unique and arbi
trary courses of study, and upon the shoptalk or tech-
nical vocabulary of the teacher-specialist.in a given
field. It is generally recognized thai; the lasting
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butcomes.of a high school course are-not.the de-
tailed descriptive .facts which are taught- -most
of 'these are forgotten by the typical student
within .a short time after he completes the courses
but.the broad concepts,. he generalizations, atti-
tudes, skills, and procedures that are based upon
or developed tHYOU-4h the detailed materials of in-
struction. 1.

In a phone conversation with Professor Lindquist last fall, the

widely respected educator and psychometrician told me that if he had

to do it over again-,--he-Wouldn't change a thing about GED..

The words of one of historys most outstandirig contributors to

the art and science of measurement should not be used by me or anyone

else to promote the notion of perfection for. GED. The research and

data
collection on the GED--while not as extensive as it ought to be

(

r as extensive as we hope to make it--is sufficient to document that

the GED has its limitations. That statement requires a perspective.
..-----

-Every attempt to measure and categorize. the human endeavor haS

its limitations. Human-activity defies precise measurement. The

situation becomes more complex
\ _
yhen measurement is used in the cre-

dentialing of the individual. Credentials are relied upon by modern

society to\predict future performance. Yetlaward of the credential

is based on performance at a given point in time. Uncontrollable

variables affect every performance, so untainted measurement data

becomes impossible.

The track meet, where,effort is measured with an'elect onic

stop watch device, can be used to illustrate this point. Many

1
"The Use of Tests in the Accreditation of Military Experience

and in the Educational Placement of War Veterans," Educational Record,
Octobker 1944.
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variables affect the runner's performance on a given daymoti-
,

vation, competition, the consistency,of the track, changes in

equipment, mental attitude. There is a high correlation with

prior performance but no guarantee thatthe record holder willi

be a winner on a given day. Other examples could be given such

as the well educated and highly credentialed physician--the gradu-

ate of a first -rate medical school, licensed, and specialty certi-

fiedwho on occasion commits an error of judgment or the slip of

a scalpel that costs a human

In addition to. uncontrollable variables, the GED has other

.limitations, also not intrinsic tb the program. It is basecron

the high school curriculum which includes great variation, both

in content and quality. It is limited to objective items. It

can only sample knowledge and skills in a broad area. It is less

personal than we would prefer.

I have-emphasized the.negative aspects Of-GED:- In your as-

sessment, ponder these questions, How much validity and reliability

is there in the assessment procedures utilized in the traditional

classroom? Is accumulation of modular credits over a period of

fopr years a better measure of high school coffipetency? What about
.

( .

variation in testing techniqueS among teachers in the same school?

The same system? Among the\st4tes? What abot4 the reliability and.

validity of more personalized assessment techniques? How are the

standards established?

The point in Tiestion can be simply put: Add up the strengths

and weaknesses of any approach for evaluating learning and competency

7
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and they probably will balance out rather evenly. Moreover, the

parameters of what each method seeks to measure or certify are

very broad.

If you.aocept that argument, the types of GED issues that I

can usefully discuss today relate more to its impact on people and

the educational process. Given the fact that there is a considerable

body of research which,.statpd in its least complimentary form, has
f.

not invalidated the GED; and, given the. fact that two of the most

respected testing services in the nation-the Educational Testing

Service and the American College Testing Program--have looked at

the program; and, given the fact that ETS is taking Steps to assure-

its continued reliability and validity, I would like to turn to

points that imoabt on people.

Point 1

During 1974, 430,253 GED candidates took 561,203 test adminis-

trations. Of that 430,000; more than 300,000.earned the high school

credential. Standing alone, those figures .are impressive. Viewed

in the context of the job to be done, they are less impressive. In

1974, there were 5,691,000 adults ages 18-24 in the United States

without a high school diploma. 'There were 44.6 million 25 years old

and over with no high school credential. Moreover, the dropout rate

continues to hoVer around 251percent. 2 GED is' testing far less than 11

the number currently.dropping out of school.

2 Data supplied by the Center for Educational Statistics.
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In the light of the above data, GED obviously needs to do

more _to encourage additional numbers to take adVantage of the

program. We-are addressing the problem.. Candidate information,

brochures for all three language editions have recently. been pub-

'lished. The Commission on Educational Credit has authoriied the

development of a GED Guidance and Information Service to include

materials and diagnostic procedures for. adult educators to use id

helping students prepare for the exams. ri e package will include,

use of the prihted word and the electronic media to motivate people

to become engaged with the program.

In summary on Point 1,., .GED needs to reach.more non-high-school-
/

graduates than it_ is currently.

Point 2

/

Paper and pencil tests have their limitations,not only in

terms of reliability and validity but also in appropriateness for

some candidates-. There are numerous stories about students who

freeze or become ill'at test-taking time. As a result, it is con-

tended that many adults have high schooLequivalency competendies

but are unable to demonstrate them by passing the GED. They can

.

demonstrate these competencies, it is further-contended, through

assessment procedures such'as. those now being carried out by ex-

ternal high school diploma programs.
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To me that is a credible contention. As Director of GED,

I applaud efforts to establish alternative.assessment procedures.

My only concern relates to standard setting. Precautions must be

taken to assure that only persons are credentialed who have com-

petencies equivalent to or superior to those of the regular high

school graduate. I say that with some understanding of the diffi-

culty of setting standards and some appreciation of the declining

status of the high school diploma;. it, nonetheless, will remain our

touchstone.

Po/int 3

All of us need to be conce

educational credentialing. The

tau-led through regular matricul

ned with'discriminatory aspects of

high'schOol credential.--whether at-\

tion or GED--is often used as the

entry-leVal screening device for employment purposes.. For. those 50

million adult Americans without a high school diplomai this often

represents a tremendous barrier to economic advancement.

The high school credential more often than not may be a

realistic and fair requirement for employment. I expect that many,

if not most,: jobs will continue to require the high school credential

despite Griggs_msDuke Power Company. Decided by the._ U.S. Supreme

Court, that-case, in effect, established a1 standard which must be

observed by employers in, using the high school credential,as a means

of establishing eligibility for emplOyment purposes, If the courts

i0
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follow tradition in future litigation, hoWever, they are not

likely to intervene except in very clear-cut cases. The Duke

Power Company case was clear -cut, but in the future evidence

will have to be w ghted heavily against the high school di-

ploma requirement, I think, beTore the courts will interject

their decisions.

The question then arises, would the hiqh school diploma

continue to be a requirement for many jobs if another type of

certification were available for use by employers--a ce±tifica-

tion that assured certain fu ctional competencies and skills,

but. at a lower level than the high school diploma?-

If a different certificaion.were available that had utility,

the employment-related discriminatory aspect of the, high school. di-

ploma might be reduced or eliminated 'and -new econo is opportunities

for a substantial number of those 50 milliOn withoUt the high school'

.diplomas might result.

Such a credential might have other.beneficiallimpacts. Creden-

tials are useful\in raising an individual's estimate of his own self

worth and, in the process, raising his educational aspirations.. I

be ieve a new credential--once attained--would result in encouraging

ma y to set their sights on the high school equivalency' credential

and perhaps beyond.

Additionally, another credential might systematize a useful

twin focus for education for adults without a high school diploma.
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One branch could focus on the basic skills, pointing to the new

'type of certification. The second bran-di could focus on educa-

tional preparation, on the complexity and rigor of the secondary

school curriculum pointing to the GED,_the_external high school

diploma, or the adult high school diploma.

Summary

Let theM take the GED! By now,_ I hope you understand that

I believe4n, the GED. Moreover, I believe that GED will continue

to be the major program for credentialing adults at the high school

level. It \is a proven mechanism with.credibility'and acceptance.

It is cost effective \
ip

- terms of the masses that need this service-.

and by its very nature will 'remain more cost-effective than individ-

ualized assessment programs.

Yes, let all those who can benefit:take the GED: But some

can't -or won't and for those GED strongly supports alternative_

equivalency programs. These alternatives are important, both in

terms of the numbers of people served and also in terms of provid-

ing.an assessment choice for those who need to be served.

N,

\.\\
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